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He was taken from prison and fraii judgment, that's a good literal meaning,

but what does it mean4 . Now, the ...says By oppression and by judgment

He was taken away. That --c but I think±hey fail to realize that it

x is a heyndiadus. The oppression and ...but he was taken away by an oppressive

judgement, by a seeming trail, which actually was x fraudulant. And the people

who brought him to ...it is a false juidicial tni 1, a n oppressive judgment, but

--it w is what is today called judicial murder, but it wasn't someone grabbing him

and killing him, it w&&--wasn't a thing that was done in a seeming mob way.

It was done by the forms of law, I think that Mr. Curry has a 4eeet'e lecture

on the trial of Jesus. Before He came to Seminary -4e-they had the fcrms cf it

but not the realizcty and this as a prediction of that, has very real relevance to

actual... he was taken from prison and from judgment, and the-d4Revised

Standard Version I think is near it but I don't think conveys the; meaning... they

have failed to recognize that it is a hendladus, and once you have that fact

you have a definite ... It hink that in Isaiah's day they would definitely understand

that ... Mr. Deal w1 t is your question. HendIadys . It Is Greek, nean1.

one through two, I believe th t . . .1 don't think tFa t that means God created heaven

and earth. I think that it means all the matter of t universe, the entire universe.

ordinarily it is not two eee-senses put toget r as it is two different thoughts...

like , a very good instance of k it is where it says in Exodus that for seven years

there was neigher sowing nor harvesting. Whliy on earth would people when the y

had a drought, when they had a severe famine now sow. Would they just sit back

and say that there was nothing thati they could do. When you say that there

it is speaking of the whole, actual.. .the rocess of sowing, cuixtivating, watering
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